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I. CHARACTERIZATIONS OF THE HIDDEN SYMMETRY

In this section we derive the principal features of the hidden symmetry operator discussed in the main article.
As before, we consider hard-core bosons on a 1D lattice, equivalent to an array of qubits or a spin-1/2 XX chain,
described by the Hamiltonian

Ĥ = −~J
l−1∑
i=−l

(
b̂†i b̂i+1 + b̂†i+1b̂i

)
, (S1)

where the boson operators satisfy [b̂i, b̂j ] = 0 and [b̂i, b̂
†
j ] = (−1)n̂iδij , with occupation ni ∈ {0, 1}. The Hamiltonian

is mapped onto free fermions by the Jordan-Wigner (JW) transformation

f̂j = (−1)
∑
i<j n̂i b̂j ; b̂j = (−1)

∑
i<j n̂i f̂j , (S2)
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where {f̂i, f̂j} = 0 and {f̂i, f̂†j } = δij , yielding

Ĥ = −~J
l−1∑
i=−l

(
f̂†i f̂i+1 + f̂†i+1f̂i

)
. (S3)

The hard-core bosons are subject to pump and loss at the center site with rates γ±, leading to non-unitary dynamics
modeled by two Lindblad operators L1 =

√
γ+ b̂

†
0 and L2 =

√
γ− b̂0, respectively. As described in the main text, the

system has multiple steady states with long-range coherence, which originate from a hidden symmetry. The symmetry
is a generated by a Hermitian operator Ĉ2, where

Ĉ := −1/2 +

l∑
k=−l

f̂†k f̂−k . (S4)

Below we characterize the salient properties of this operator that are relevant to understanding the long-time dynamics.

A. Strong symmetry and uniqueness

The multiple steady states arise because Ĉ2 generates a strong symmetry, i.e., it commutes with both the Lindblad
operators L̂1,2 and the Hamiltonian Ĥ [S1]. The former condition is satisfied only if an operator does not affect the
center site, i.e., it is of the form Ô ⊗ 1̂, where the identity acts on the center and Ô is a function of {b̂j , b̂†j : j 6= 0}.
This is true for Ĉ2 because Ĉ can be expressed, using Eq. (S2), as

Ĉ =

[
− 1

2
+

l∑
k=1

(
b̂†k b̂−k + b̂†−k b̂k

) ∏
0<|i|<k

(−1)n̂i
]
⊗ (−1)n̂0 . (S5)

In addition, Ĉ2 is a symmetry of the Hamiltonian as Ĉ itself commutes with Ĥ. This is not immediately apparent,
although note that Ĉ is a quadratic form in the fermion operators, and thus a natural candidate for symmetry of a
free-fermion Hamiltonian. Below we show that Ĉ is, in fact, the only quadratic form that commutes with Ĥ and has
the structure Ĉ = Ô ⊗ (−1)n̂0. The same arguments can be used to show there is no such operator of the form Ô ⊗ 1̂,
which can generate a strong symmetry itself.

From Eq. (S2), the most general (Hermitian) quadratic form in {f̂j , f̂†j } that is proportional to (−1)n̂0 is given by

Â = ζ (−1)n̂0 +
∑
i,j>0

αi,j f̂
†
i f̂−j + βi,j f̂if̂−j + H.c. , (S6)

where ζ, αi,j , and βi,j are arbitrary coefficients. To find [Ĥ, Â], we use Eq. (S3) and the identities (−1)n̂0 = 1− 2f̂†0 f̂0

and [ab, cd] = a{b, c}d+ ca{b, d} − {a, c}bd− c{a, d}b, yielding

(~J)−1[Ĥ, Â] =
∑
i>0

(
αi,1 + 2ζδi,1

)
f̂†i f̂0 −

(
α1,i + 2ζδi,1

)
f̂†0 f̂−i + βi,1f̂if̂0 + β1,if̂0f̂−i

+
∑
i,j>0

(
αi,j+1 + αi,j−1 − αi+1,j − αi−1,j

)
f̂†i f̂−j +

(
βi,j+1 + βi,j−1 + βi+1,j + βi−1,j

)
f̂if̂−j −H.c. , (S7)

with the understanding that αi,j and βi,j vanish outside the range 0 < i, j ≤ l. For [Ĥ, Â] = 0, all the coefficients
in Eq. (S7) must vanish, which implies αi,j = −2ζδi,j and βi,j = 0 ∀i, j. The operator Ĉ in Eq. (S5) corresponds to
the choice ζ = −1/2. Thus, it is the only operator of the form in Eq. (S6) that commutes with Ĥ. An alternative
derivation of [Ĥ, Ĉ] = 0 is found by writing Ĉ in terms of occupations of the energy eigenmodes (see Sec. III A).

B. Robustness

Here we show that Ĉ commutes with any reflection-symmetric Hamiltonian that is quadratic in the JW fermions.
Further, we show this no longer holds in the presence of generic nearest-neighbor interactions. While the former class
of Hamiltonians are generically nonlocal in the boson basis, they include symmetric potentials, anisotropic XY spin
chains, as well as the transverse-field Ising model which transforms onto the Kitaev chain [S2].
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First, we consider general quadratic Hamiltonians of the form

Ĥq =
∑
i,j

αi,j f̂
†
i f̂j + βi,j f̂if̂j + H.c. , (S8)

where αi,j and βi,j are arbitrary coefficients. Such a Hamiltonian incorporates on-site potentials (for i = j), and all
possible tunneling and pairing of the JW fermions. To see which of these Hamiltonians are symmetric under reflection
about the center, we define a reflection operator R̂ which gives R̂b̂iR̂ = b̂−i ∀i, as in the main text. Using Eq. (S2),
one finds the fermion operators transform as

R̂f̂iR̂ = P̂ f̂−i , where P̂ := (−1)N̂ (S9)

is the total particle-number parity. It is also easy to show that {P̂ , f̂ (†)
i } = 0. Thus, the Hamiltonian transforms as

R̂ĤqR̂ =
∑
i,j

αi,j f̂
†
−if̂−j − βi,j f̂−if̂−j + H.c. . (S10)

Comparing with Eq. (S8), we find reflection symmetry implies α−i,−j = αi,j and β−i,−j = −βi,j ∀i, j, which makes
intuitive sense. Now we show the same condition is derived by requiring [Ĥq, Ĉ] = 0. Using Eqs. (S4) and (S8) yields

[Ĥq, Ĉ] =
∑
i,j

(
αi,−j − α−i,j

)
f̂†i f̂j +

(
βi,−j + β−i,j

)
f̂if̂j −H.c., (S11)

which vanishes if and only if αi,−j = α−i,j and βi,−j + β−i,j = 0 ∀i, j, i.e., Ĥq is reflection symmetric. This means
the strong symmetry generated by Ĉ2 is robust under any such reflection-symmetric Hamiltonian. Similarly, one can
show that [Ĉ, n̂j + n̂−j ] = 0 ∀j, so the strong symmetry will survive interactions or dissipation which are functions of
n̂j + n̂−j .

Next we show the strong symmetry is broken in the presence of generic nearest-neighbor interactions of the form
Ĥint =

∑
j αj n̂j n̂j+1, where αj are the interaction strengths. Using Eq. (S4), we find

[Ĥint, Ĉ] =

l∑
j=1

f̂†j f̂−j
[
αj−1 n̂j−1 − α−j n̂1−j + (1− δj,l)

(
αj n̂j+1 − α−j−1 n̂−j−1

)]
−H.c. , (S12)

which vanishes only if α−1 = α0 and αj = 0 for all other j. Therefore, the only such Hamiltonian that com-
mutes with Ĉ is Ĥint = α0n̂0(n̂1 + n̂−1), which is a special case of the symmetry-preserving interactions of the form
(n̂j + n̂−j)(n̂j+1 + n̂−j−1). Similarly, one can show the symmetry is broken for generic pump or loss at any site other
than the center. For a general symmetry-breaking Hamiltonian perturbation εĤ ′, one can show the steady states will
be robust to first order in ε. This can be understood by starting from a steady state ρ̂η in a given eigenvalue sector
of Ĉ2 [Eq. (S23)], and calculating

〈Ĉ2〉(t)− 〈Ĉ2〉(0) = −iεt Tr{Ĉ2[Ĥ ′, ρ̂η]}+O(ε2t2) = iεt Tr{[Ĉ2, ρ̂η], Ĥ ′}+O(ε2t2) = O(ε2t2) . (S13)

C. Eigenstates and string order

Here we review the eigenstates of Ĉ and calculate the associated single-particle correlations, which exhibit a long-
range string order. As described in the main text, Ĉ can be diagonalized as

Ĉ = n̂0 − 1/2 +

l∑
k=1

∑
s=±

s â†k,sâk,s , (S14)

where the eigenmodes âk,± are given by

âk,± :=
1√
2

(f̂k ± f̂−k), k = 1, . . . , l , (S15)

which satisfy fermionic anticommutation, {âk,s, âk′,s′} = 0 and {âk,s, â†k′,s′} = δk,k′δs,s′ . One can interpret the eigen-
modes as describing entangled particle-hole pairs of “charge” ±1 at sites k and −k. The eigenstates of Ĉ are found
by filling up these modes with occupation 0 or 1, yielding

|{νk,±}, n0〉 :=
(
f̂†0
)n0

l∏
k=1

∏
s=±

(
â†k,s

)νk,s |0〉 , (S16)
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with eigenvalue λ = ν +n0− 1/2, where ν :=
∑l
k=1(νk,+− νk,−) and νk,± ∈ {0, 1}. Note the eigenstates have definite

“pair occupations,” nk + n−k = νk,+ + νk,−. This is because Ĉ commutes with n̂k + n̂−k. Hence, the single-particle
corrrelation 〈b̂†i b̂j〉 is nonzero only if j = ±i. One can see that the average occupations are given by

〈b̂†k b̂k〉 = 〈b̂†−k b̂−k〉 = (νk,+ + νk,−)/2 , (S17)

for k ≥ 1. To find the antidiagonal correlations, we use the JW transformation [Eq. (S2)] to write

〈b̂†k b̂−k〉 =
〈
f̂†k f̂−k (−1)

∑
|i|<k n̂i

〉
= (−1)n0+

∑k−1
i=1 (νi,++νi,−)

〈
f̂†k f̂−k

〉
. (S18)

Then using Eq. (S15) and the anticommutation of the eigenmodes yields

〈b̂†k b̂−k〉 =
1

2
(νk,+ − νk,−) (−1)n0+

∑k−1
i=1 (νi,++νi,−) . (S19)

Thus, we find a string order that depends on the number of particles between sites k and −k. In particular, for states
that are composed of l Bell pairs of the same charge, one finds 〈b̂†k b̂−k〉 = ±(−1)n0+k/2, where the + and − signs
correspond to negative and positive charges, respectively. These are the maximally entangled states.

D. Reflection parity

Here we show the eigenstates of Ĉ in Eq. (S16) all have definite reflection parity that depends only on the eigenvalue
λ. First, we note that Ĉ commutes with the reflection operator R̂ defined in Sec. I B. This can be seen by using the
transformation in Eq. (S9) in the defining expression for Ĉ [Eq. (S4)], which gives R̂ĈR̂ = Ĉ. To find how the
eigenstates transform under R̂, we use Eqs. (S9) and (S15) to obtain

R̂f̂†0 R̂ = f̂†0 P̂ and R̂ â†k,±R̂ = ±â†k,±P̂ , (S20)

where P̂ is the total particle-number parity. Using the above relations in Eq. (S16) and employing the anticommutation
between P̂ and the fermion operators, one finds the state |{νk,±}, n0〉 is an eigenstate of R̂ with eigenvalue

r = (−1)N−+N(N−1)/2 , (S21)

where N = n0 +
∑
k(νk,+ +νk,−) is the total particle number, and N− :=

∑
k νk,− is the number of negatively charged

Bell pairs. This expression can be simplified further to yield

r = (−1)b
1
2 (|λ|+ 1

2 )c , (S22)

where bxc is the floor function. Hence, the parity is set by the eigenvalues of Ĉ. As described in the main text, there
are 2(l + 1) distinct eigenvalues, λ ∈ {±(η + 1/2) : η = 0, . . . , l}. From Eq. (S22) it follows the reflection parity is
even (r = +1) if η is of the form 4m or 4m+ 3 for integer m, and odd otherwise.

II. PROPERTIES OF STEADY STATES

In this section we derive analytic expressions for some key properties of the steady states, including single-particle
and density-density correlations which can be directly measured in experiments. We recall from the main article that
the dynamics are decoupled into the l + 1 distinct eigenspaces of Ĉ2, labeled by η = 0, . . . , l, each having a unique
steady state as long as both pump and loss rates are nonzero, γ± 6= 0. The steady states are given by

ρ̂η =
(γ+/γ−)

N̂ P̂η

Tr
[
(γ+/γ−)N̂ P̂η

] , (S23)

where P̂η is the projector onto the corresponding eigenspace, and N̂ measures the total particle number. As Ĉ2 does
not act on the center site, P̂η has the form P̂η = Q̂η ⊗ (|0〉〈0|+ |1〉〈1|), where |0〉 and |1〉 describe the center site
and Q̂η encodes the other sites. Within the respective eigenspace, ρ̂η is analogous to an infinite-temperature state
with a chemical potential, ρ̂η = eµN̂ P̂η/Z, where µ := ln(γ+/γ−), and Z := Tr

[
(γ+/γ−)

N̂ P̂η
]

is the grand-canonical
partition function. Below we calculate this function, followed by closed-form expressions for the densities and two-site
correlations. We also compute the relative entropy of coherence [S3], a measure that has been put forward to quantify
useful coherence in a quantum state, complementary to measures of entanglement.
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A. Partition function

Here we calculate the partition function Z := Tr[(γ+/γ−)
N̂ P̂η], which will be useful in obtaining the single-particle

correlations. First, recall that P̂η projects onto the eigenspace of Ĉ2 with eigenvalue (η+1/2)2, spanned by eigenstates
|{νk,±}, n0〉 in Eq. (S16) which satisfy ν + n0 − 1/2 = ±(η + 1/2), where ν :=

∑
k νk,+− νk,−. The partition function

counts these states weighted by a factor (γ+/γ−)
N , where N is the total particle number, N = n0 +

∑
k νk,+ + νk,−.

Since P̂η is of the form P̂η = Q̂η ⊗ (|0〉〈0|+ |1〉〈1|), it suffices to count only those states where the center site is empty.
We call this count Z0. Then the full partition function is given by Z = (1 + γ+/γ−)Z0. To find Z0, we add up states
that have ν = η + 1 or ν = −η. All of these states are composed of Bell pairs with occupation νk,± ∈ {0, 1} at
positions k = 1, . . . , l. To count all possibilities, we represent the Bell pairs by a polynomial xνk,+−νk,− yνk,++νk,−

with y := γ+/γ−, such that the powers of x and y measure the contribution toward ν and N , respectively. Then the
whole chain is described by the polynomial

G(x, y) =

l∏
k=1

1∑
νk,±=0

xνk,+−νk,− yνk,++νk,− =

[
1 + y

(
x+

1

x

)
+ y2

]l
, (S24)

whose expansion in x plays the role of a generating function for the total charge ν =
∑
k νk,+− νk,−. The function

Z0(y) is obtained by adding the coefficients of xη+1 and x−η in this expansion, which can be found in closed form.
Rescaling by 1+ y yields the full partition function

Z = (1 + y)ylFl,η(z) , with Fl,η(z) :=
[
C(−l)
l+η+1(z) + C(−l)

l−η (z)
]

and z := −1

2

(
y +

1

y

)
, (S25)

where C(α)
n (z) are the Gegenbauer polynomials [S4]. For the particle-hole symmetric case, γ+ = γ−, Z simply reduces

to the degeneracy of the eigenspace, Z(y → 1) = Tr(P̂η) = 2
(

2l+1
l−η
)
. For 0 < y � 1, Z ≈

(
l
η

)
yη.

B. Single-particle density matrix

Here we find closed-form expressions for the single-particle density matrix 〈b̂†i b̂j〉 for the steady states ρ̂η in Eq. (S23).
As we argued in Sec. I C, only the diagonal and antidiagonal elements are allowed to be nonzero. Below we calculate
these elements in different symmetry sectors η as a function of the pump-to-loss ratio y := γ+/γ−.

1. Site occupations

We first focus on the occupations ni := 〈b̂†i b̂i〉. Note that ρ̂η has a product form ρ̂η = ρ̂′η ⊗ ρ̂(0), where ρ̂(0) describes
the center site, ρ̂(0) = (γ+|1〉〈1|+ γ−|0〉〈0|)/(γ+ + γ−), and ρ̂′η is the reduced density matrix for the other sites. Thus,
we conclude the center has occupation

n0 = γ+/(γ+ + γ−) = y/(y + 1) . (S26)

To find ni 6=0, recall that P̂η projects onto the eigenstates |{νk,±}, n0〉 with occupations nk = (νk,++νk,−)/2 [Eq. (S17)],
where the pair occupations νk,± at different sites contribute equally toward the eigenvalue. Thus, in the steady state
ρ̂η, all site occupations ni 6=0 are identical and can be related to the total particle number as ni 6=0 = (〈N̂〉 − n0)/(2l).
One can obtain 〈N̂〉 from the partition function Z := Tr[(γ+/γ−)

N̂ P̂η],

〈N̂〉 =
Tr
[
N̂yN̂ P̂η

]
Tr
[
yN̂ P̂η

] =
y

Z
dZ
dy

. (S27)

Using the expression for Z in Eq. (S25) and properties of Gegenbauer polynomials [S4], we find

ni 6=0 =
1

2
+

1

2

(
y − 1

y

)
Fl−1,η(z)

Fl,η(z)
, (S28)

where y := γ+/γ−, as before. Note the sites are half filled for equal pump and loss, y = 1, and their occupations
grow with the pump-to-loss ratio, as expected. Further, exchanging the pump and loss rates, y ↔ 1/y, exchanges
the particle and hole occupations, ni ↔ 1 − ni. As shown in Fig. S1(a), ni 6=0 grows monotonically from η/(2l) for
y → 0 to 1 − η/(2l) for y → ∞. The maximally entangled sector, η = l, is always half filled as it contains a single
particle-hole pair at all reflection-symmetric sites k and −k.
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FIG. S1. (a) Steady-state occupation at sites i 6= 0 in different symmetry sectors labeled by η as a function of the pump-to-
loss ratio γ+/γ− for l = 4. (b) End-to-end correlation in different sectors for widely varying pump-to-loss ratio for l = 12,
reproduced from Fig. 1(c) in the main article.

2. End-to-end correlation

Now we consider the end-to-end correlation 〈b̂†l b̂−l〉 which was discussed in the main text as an observable that can
distinguish the different steady states for all (nonzero) pump and loss rates. For a given eigenstate |{νk,±}, n0〉, it has
the expression 〈b̂†l b̂−l〉 = (−1)

∑
|i|<l ni(νl,+− νl,−)/2 [see Eq. (S19)]. To find the correlation in the steady state ρ̂η, one

has to sum over all eigenstates that fall into either of four categories, which give the same eigenvalue (η + 1/2)2, (i)
n0 = 0, ν = η + 1, (ii) n0 = 0, ν = −η, (iii) n0 = 1, ν = η, and (iv) n0 = 1, ν = −(η + 1), where ν :=

∑
k νk,+− νk,−.

However, those in groups (ii) and (iii) [or (i) and (iv)] are related one-to-one by swapping the occupations νk,+↔ νk,−.
Hence, their contributions differ only by a factor of y due to one extra particle at the center for the latter group, so we
can write 〈b̂†l b̂−l〉 = (1 + y)〈b̂†l b̂−l〉0, where the subscript 0 denotes the sum over groups (i) and (ii) only. To evaluate
this sum, we follow the procedure in Sec. II A and represent the Bell pairs by a polynomial xνk,+−νk,− (−y)νk,++νk,−

for 1 ≤ k < l, and by [(νl,+− νl,−)/2]xνl,+−νl,− yνl,++νl,− for k = l. These terms are designed so that the powers of
x and y keep track of the partial sums toward ν and N , respectively, and the other factors measure the correlation.
Then summing over all occupations {νk,±} yields the polynomial for the whole chain,

Gl(x, y) =
y

2

(
x− 1

x

)[
1− y

(
x+

1

x

)
+ y2

]l−1

. (S29)

We find 〈b̂†l b̂−l〉0 by adding the coefficients of xη+1 and x−η in the expansion of Gl(x, y) and dividing by the partition
function Z in Eq. (S25). Multiplying the result by 1 + y gives the full correlation

〈b̂†l b̂−l〉 =
(−1)η

2

[
Fl−1,η−1(z)−Fl−1,η+1(z)

Fl,η(z)

]
, (S30)

with z := −1/2 (y + 1/y), as before. Note the correlation is unaffected by exchanging pump and loss rates, y ↔ 1/y.
For equal pump and loss, y = 1, it reduces to the simple expression

〈b̂†l b̂−l〉
∣∣
γ+=γ−

=
(−1)η

2

(
2η + 1

2l + 1

)
, (S31)

which shows the correlation magnitude grows uniformly with the sector label η, with 〈b̂†l b̂−l〉 = (−1)l/2 for η = l, the
maximally entangled sector. Similarly, in the limit y → 0 or y →∞, we find

〈b̂†l b̂−l〉
∣∣
γ±/γ∓→0

=
(−1)η

2

η

l
. (S32)

As shown in Fig. 1(c) of the main text, reproduced in Fig. S1(b), the correlation is relatively insensitive to y throughout
these regimes, but can perfectly distinguish the steady states ρ̂η from one another.

3. Other antidiagonal correlations

In general, correlations of the form 〈b̂†k b̂−k〉 can be obtained by following the same line of reasoning as for k = l in
Sec. II B 2. For an eigenstate |{νk,±}, n0〉, these are given by 〈b̂†k b̂−k〉 = (−1)

∑
|i|<k ni(νk,+− νk,−)/2 [see Eq. (S19)].
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FIG. S2. Correlation between sites k and −k in different symmetry sectors η for l = 5, with (a) γ+/γ− = 1 and (b) γ+/γ− → 0.

To sum over all states in a given eigenvalue sector, we represent the Bell pairs by polynomials xνi,+−νi,− (−y)νi,++νi,−

for 1 ≤ i < k, [(νk,+− νk,−)/2]xνk,+−νk,− yνk,++νk,− for i = k, and xνi,+−νi,− yνi,++νi,− for i > k. As in Sec. II B 2,
the polynomials are designed to measure the contribution toward 〈b̂†k b̂−k〉 while keeping track of the eigenvalue and
particle number. Summing over all occupations {νi,±} gives the polynomial for the whole chain,

Gk(x, y) =
y

2

(
x− 1

x

)[
1− y

(
x+

1

x

)
+ y2

]k−1 [
1 + y

(
x+

1

x

)
+ y2

]l−k
. (S33)

We define T l,kν (y) as the coefficient of xν in the expansion of Gk(x, y). Then the steady-state correlation is given by

〈b̂†k b̂−k〉 =
1 + y

Z
[
T l,kη+1(y) + T l,k−η(y)

]
= y−l

[
T l,kη+1(y) + T l,k−η(y)

Fl,η(z)

]
, (S34)

where we have substituted Z from Eq. (S25) with z := −1/2 (y + 1/y). Incorporating the y−l factor into Gk(x, y), it
can be shown that 〈b̂†k b̂−k〉 is purely a function of z, so exchanging pump and loss rates does not affect the correlation,
as we found in the last section. Equation (S34) simplifies for equal pump and loss rates, or y = 1. Then Z = 2

(
L
l−η
)

and the coefficients T l,kν (1) have a closed form, T l,kν (1) =
(
T̄ k−1,l−k
ν−1 − T̄ k−1,l−k

ν+1

)
/2, where

T̄ p,qν :=

(−1)p
(

2q
p+q+ν

)
2F1(−2p, −ν − p− q; 1 + q − p− ν; −1) , ν ≤ q − p

(−1)q+ν
(

2p
p+q−ν

)
2F1(−2q, ν − p− q; 1 + p− q + ν; −1) , ν > q − p ,

(S35)

with 2F1 denoting the ordinary hypergeometric function. Either expression in Eq. (S35) works for all ν provided one
evaluates limν′→ν T̄

p,q
ν′ . Similarly, for y → 0 or y →∞, we find

〈b̂†k b̂−k〉
∣∣
γ±/γ∓→0

=


(−1)k

2 2F1(η − l, 1− k; η − k + 1; −1)
(
l−k
η−k
)
/
(
l
η

)
, k ≤ η

(−1)η

2 2F1(k − l, 1− η; k − η + 1; −1)
(
k−1
η−1

)
/
(
l
η

)
, k > η .

(S36)

Figure S2 shows how the correlations vary in both regimes. Note the maximally entangled sector, with η = l, always
oscillates between ±1/2, and the end-to-end correlation grows steadily with η, as found in Sec. II B 2.

C. Density-density correlations

Signatures of the steady states also appear in the density-density correlations 〈n̂i, n̂j〉 := 〈n̂in̂j〉 − ninj , which can
be found in closed form following the procedure in Sec. II B. As shown in Fig. S3, these correlations are dominated
by the terms i = ±j, similar to the one-particle correlations. In particular, the center site is uncorrelated with all the
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FIG. S3. (a) Density-density correlations 〈n̂i, n̂j〉 := 〈n̂in̂j〉 − ninj in the steady state ρ̂η for l = 5, η = 4, and γ+/γ− = 0.25.
(b) Nonzero correlations in different symmetry sectors η for l = 7 and γ+/γ− = 0.25.

other sites, 〈n̂0, n̂k〉k 6=0 = 0, as expected, with 〈n̂0, n̂0〉k 6=0 = γ+γ−/(γ+ + γ−)2. Additionally, one finds

〈n̂k, n̂k〉k 6=0 =
1

4
− (z2 − 1)

[
Fl−1,η(z)

Fl,η(z)

]2

, (S37)

〈n̂k, n̂−k〉k 6=0 = −1

4
− z Fl−1,η(z)

Fl,η(z)
− (z2 − 1)

[
Fl−1,η(z)

Fl,η(z)

]2

, (S38)

and 〈n̂i, n̂j〉 = (z2 − 1)

{
Fl−2,η(z)

Fl,η(z)
−
[
Fl−1,η(z)

Fl,η(z)

]2
}

for ij(i2 − j2) 6= 0 , (S39)

where we have used the definitions in Eq. (S25) with y := γ+/γ−. For the maximally entangled sector η = l, the only
(off-center) nonzero elements are 〈n̂k, n̂−k〉k 6=0 = −〈n̂k, n̂k〉k 6=0 = −1/4, exhibiting maximal antidiagonal coherence.
Further, the expressions in Eqs. (S37)–(S39) simplify for γ+ = γ−, yielding

〈n̂k, n̂k〉 = 1/4 , 〈n̂k, n̂−k〉k 6=0 = −1

4
+

(l − η)(l + η + 1)

2l(2l + 1)
, (S40)

and 〈n̂i, n̂j〉 = 0 otherwise. Similarly, for γ+/γ− → 0, we obtain

〈n̂k, n̂k〉k 6=0 =
η

4l

(
2− η

l

)
, 〈n̂k, n̂−k〉k 6=0 = − η

2

4l2
, and 〈n̂i, n̂j〉 = − η(l − η)

4l2(l − 1)
for ij(i2 − j2) 6= 0 . (S41)

For all pump-to-loss ratio, the antidiagonal correlation 〈n̂k, n̂−k〉k 6=0 decreases monotonically with η, reaching −1/4
for η = l [Fig. S3(b)]. It can thus be measured to characterize the steady states.

D. Relative entropy of coherence

A growing number of studies in recent years have been devoted to developing a quantitative theory of coherence as
a resource [S5], following parallel developments in entanglement measures. In particular, a physically well motivated
coherence measure for a density operator ρ̂ is the relative entropy of coherence [S3], defined as

Srel.ent. := S(ρ̂diag)− S(ρ̂) , (S42)

where ρ̂diag is a diagonal matrix with the diagonal entries of ρ̂, and S is the von Neumann entropy, S(ρ̂) := −Tr(ρ̂ log ρ̂).
Clearly, Crel.ent. measures coherence in a preferred basis, which is dictated by the experimental system. For our model
of a qubit array, a natural basis is given by the Fock states, {0, 1}⊗2l+1, which are the easiest to access experimentally.
Here we calculate the relative entropy in this basis for the steady states ρ̂η in the particle-hole symmetric case, γ+ = γ−,
finding similar variation as the logarithmic entanglement negativity discussed in the main text.

Recall that, for γ+ = γ−, ρ̂η = P̂η/Z, where P̂η is the projector onto the symmetry sector and Z = Tr(P̂η) = 2
(

2l+1
l−η
)

[see Eq. (S23)]. Since P̂η is equivalent to an infinite-temperature state within the sector, the von Neumann entropy is
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FIG. S4. (a) Rescaled density matrix representing Q̂η in the basis of Fock states for l = 3, η = 1. The blocks comprise states
with a given number of Bell pairs. (b) Relative entropy of coherence in different symmetry sectors η for varying system size l.

simply given by the dimension Z, S(ρ̂η) = lnZ. Further, the diagonal elements of ρ̂η all have the factor 1/Z, which
add up to lnZ in S(ρ̂diag

η ), so we find Srel.ent = S(P̂ diag
η )/Z. To evaluate this entropy, we recall that P̂η has the form

P̂η = Q̂η ⊗ (|0〉〈0|+ |1〉〈1|), where |0〉 and |1〉 describe the center site. Thus, S(P̂ diag
η ) = 2S(Q̂diag

η ), and

Srel.ent. = S(Q̂diag
η )/

(
2l + 1

l− η

)
. (S43)

The reduced density operator Q̂η projects onto the eigenstates |{νk,±}, n0 = 0〉 given in Eq. (S16), where νk,± ∈ {0, 1}
give the occupation of particle-hole pairs with charge ±1 at sites k and −k. These Bell pairs are created by operators
â†k,± = (f̂†k ± f̂

†
−k)/

√
2 [Eq. (S15)]. It follows that Q̂η is block diagonal in the Fock states, where each block corresponds

to a given distribution of the Bell pairs, as shown in Fig. S4(a). To understand this structure, consider an eigenstate
with a given total charge ν :=

∑l
k=1 νk,+− νk,−. Suppose there are ν + 2m singly-occupied positions k ∈ K, which

contain m negatively charged pairs and ν +m positively charged pairs. All other positions are either empty or have
both positive and negative charges. Such a state contributes a weight 1/2ν+2m to all Fock states that have a particle
at either k or −k for k ∈ K, and definite occupations at other sites. There are 2ν+2m such Fock states which form a
block. Exchanging the locations of a positive charge and a negative charge within K contributes to the same block.
Hence, the total weight of every Fock state within this block is

(
ν+2m
m

)
/2ν+2m, yielding the block entropy

Sdiag
ν,m = −

(
ν + 2m

m

)
log

[(
ν + 2m

m

)
1

2ν+2m

]
. (S44)

There are 2l−ν−2m such blocks for a given K, corresponding to empty or doubly-occupied states for positions k /∈ K.
Further, choosing a different set K′ of the same size gives the same entropy, for which there are

(
l

ν+2m

)
possibilities.

Thus, we obtain the net relative entropy from eigenstates with a given ν ≥ 0,

Sdiag
ν = −

(l−ν)/2∑
m=0

2l−ν−2m

(
l

ν + 2m

)(
ν + 2m

m

)
log

[(
ν + 2m

m

)
1

2ν+2m

]
. (S45)

For ν < 0, the role of positive and negative charges are reversed and one finds the same relative entropy, Sdiag
−ν =Sdiag

ν .
The operator Q̂η in Eq. (S43) projects onto the span of eigenstates with ν = η + 1 or ν = −η, both of which give the
same eigenvalue (η + 1/2)2 of the symmetry operator Ĉ2. Thus, S(Q̂diag

η ) = Sdiag
η+1 + Sdiag

η . Substituting in Eq. (S43)
and rewriting dummy variables, we find the final expression

Srel.ent. =

(
2l + 1

l − η

)−1 l∑
m=η

2l−m
(
l

m

)(
m⌊
m−η

2

⌋) log

[
2m
/(

m⌊
m−η

2

⌋)] , (S46)

where bxc is the floor function, as before. For the maximally entangled sector, η = l, the above expression reduces to
Srel.ent. = l log 2. As shown in Fig. S4(b), with log base 2, the relative entropy grows monotonically with η, similar to
the logarithmic negativity plotted in Fig. 2 of the main text.

III. PREPARATION PROTOCOL

As described in the main article, the steady states in different symmetry sectors can be selectively prepared if one
can engineer loss of the JW fermions from the center site. First, one uses only the JW fermion loss to drive the system
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from a symmetric Fock state to a pure state with Bell pairs in a given sector η. Second, one switches from the fermion
loss to the boson pump and loss, driving the system to the steady state ρ̂η in Eq. (S23). In this section we derive an
expression of the symmetry operator Ĉ in terms of the occupations of even and odd single-particle modes, leading to
the mapping between symmetric Fock states and the sector index η. We also analyze the timescales for preparation,
extract optimal parameters, and simulate an experimental setting with dissipation on all sites.

A. Even and odd single-particle modes

The single-particle eigenmodes, F̂m, of the Hamiltonian in Eq. (S3) can be found by requiring [Ĥ, F̂ †m] = εmF̂
†
m,

which gives l odd modes and l + 1 even modes of the JW fermions. They are given by

F̂m =

√
1

l + 1

l∑
j=−l

sin

[
πmj

2(l + 1)
+
πm

2

]
f̂j , and εm = −2~J cos

[
πm

2(l + 1)

]
, (S47)

where m ∈ {2, 4, . . . , 2l} for the odd modes and m ∈ {1, 3, . . . , 2l + 1} for the even modes. Using these expressions,
one can find the total occupation of the even and odd modes,

N̂even = n̂0 +

l∑
k=1

â†k,+âk,+ , and N̂odd =

l∑
k=1

â†k,−âk,− , (S48)

where the operators âk,± are defined in Eq. (S15). Comparing with Eq. (S14), we find Ĉ = N̂even− N̂odd−1/2. Thus,
the symmetry sectors are characterized by a definite value of (N̂even−N̂odd−1/2)2. In particular, states that have a
given number of particles in the odd modes and none in the even modes belong to the sector η = Nodd.

B. Mapping Fock states to symmetry sectors

As explained in the main text, the first stage of the protocol uses JW fermion loss at the center, for which all the
odd modes are unaffected and all the even modes die out. Thus, any initial state with a definite odd-mode occupation
will be driven toward the sector with η = Nodd. Below we show this is exemplified by symmetric Fock states.

Consider a symmetric Fock state of the bosons,

|{nk}〉 :=
(
b̂†0
)n0

l∏
k=1

(
b̂†k b̂
†
−k
)nk |0〉 , (S49)

where nk ∈ {0, 1}. Using the transformation in Eq. (S2), one finds such a state is also a Fock state of the JW fermions

with the same occupations, |{nk}〉 = ±
(
f̂†0
)n0∏l

k=1

(
f̂†k f̂

†
−k
)nk |0〉. Next, using f̂†k f̂

†
−k = â†k,−â

†
k,+ from Eq. (S15) and

the results in Eq. (S48) yields Nodd =
∑l
k=1 nk. Thus, a symmetric Fock state of the form in Eq. (S49) will be driven

toward the sector η =
∑l
k=1 nk, set by the initial occupations.

C. Timescales and optimal parameters

In experiments, the observation timescales are limited by the presence of residual dissipation, on-site disorder, or
other unwanted energy scales. Here we estimate the time required for implementing both stages of our preparation
protocol, and extract optimal parameters which give the fastest preparation time.

We first briefly review how the dynamics converge in the presence of a general (Markovian) dissipation. As described
in the main text, the dynamics are governed by a master equation for the density operator ρ̂,

dρ̂

dt
= Lρ̂ := − i

~
[Ĥ, ρ̂] +

∑
α

L̂αρ̂L̂
†
α −

1

2
{L̂†αL̂α, ρ̂} , (S50)

where the jump operators L̂α model the dissipation, and the Liouvillian L defines a completely positive trace-preserving
map on the set of density operators. If D is the dimension of the Hilbert space, L can be represented by a D2 ×D2

matrix that acts on the D2 elements of ρ̂. Then the solution to Eq. (S50) is given by |ρ(t)〉〉 =
∑
r e

Λrt|vr〉〉〈〈ur|ρ(0)〉〉,
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FIG. S5. (a) Maximum spectral gap ∆max
F and the corresponding loss rate of JW fermions, γopt

F , in the first stage of the protocol
as a function of the number of sites, L = 2l + 1, using the free-fermion method of Ref. [S7]. (b) Maximum spectral gap ∆max

η

and optimal pump/loss rate of bosons, γopt
η , in the second stage of the protocol for η = l − 1 and γ+ = γ− := γ, using exact

diagonalization.

where Λr are the eigenvalues of L, 〈〈ur| and |vr〉〉 are the corresponding left and right eigenvectors, and |ρ(t)〉〉 is the
vector obtained by flattening the density matrix. The eigenvalues have nonpositive real parts which give decay rates
of the associated eigenvectors [S6]. Accordingly, the dynamics converge on a timescale set by the eigenvalue with the
smallest nonzero decay rate, called the spectral gap, ∆ := minr |Re Λr| > 0.

As explained in Sec. III B, the first stage of our protocol uses JW fermion loss at the center site to drive the system
to a given symmetry sector. Such a process is modeled by a single jump operator L̂F :=

√
γF f̂0, where γF is the loss

rate. The dissipation does not affect odd fermionic modes, which evolve unitarily with purely imaginary eigenvalues
Λr. The desired symmetry sector is reached when all the even modes decay to zero. This decay rate can be estimated
from the spectral gap ∆F of the Liouvillian projected onto the set of even modes, irrespective of the symmetry sector.
In fact, as L is quadratic in the JW fermions [see Eqs. (S3) and (S50)], ∆F can be found by diagonalizing a 4L× 4L
matrix using the free-fermion method of Ref. [S7], where L is the number of sites, L = 2l + 1. We find ∆F vanishes
for both γF → 0 and γF →∞, the latter because of the quantum Zeno effect [S8]. It reaches a peak ∆max

F at an
intermediate loss rate γopt

F . Figure S5(a) shows how the maximum decay rate and the optimal loss rate vary with L.
Numerically, they fall off at large L as ∆max

F ∼ 1/L2 and γopt
F ∼ 1/L. However, for L ≤ 11, as in a recent experiment

[S9], ∆max
F > 0.1J , or the convergence time τF = 1/∆F < 10/J . This estimate agrees with the time evolution in Fig. 3

of the main text, and is more than an order-of-magnitude faster than both residual dephasing or on-site disorder in
Ref. [S9]. Thus, by adjusting γF ∼ J , one can reliably prepare all symmetry sectors.

The second stage of our protocol uses boson pump and loss at the center site to arrive at the steady state ρ̂η within
a symmetry sector. This process is modeled by two jump operators, L̂1,2 :=

√
γ± b̂

(†)
0 , where γ± are the pump and

loss rates, as discussed before. The dynamics are decoupled into the separate symmetry sectors η, and every sector
has a unique steady state ρ̂η with Λr = 0, with no other purely imaginary eigenvalues. Unlike in the first stage,
the spectral gap ∆η now depends on the sector. In particular, for the maximally entangled sector, η = l, we find
∆l = (γ+ + γ−)/2. This is because it is spanned by two maximally entangled eigenstates of the Hamiltonian, that
are exchanged by the pump and loss. Thus, one can make the convergence arbitrarily fast (or slow) by tuning the
pump and loss rates. As η is decreased, the steady state ρ̂η becomes less entangled, and the sector dimension grows
as
(
L
l−η
)
, making ∆η less numerically tractable for large L. Figure S5(b) shows how the maximum spectral gap ∆max

η

and the optimal rate γopt
η vary with L for η = l− 1 in the particle-hole symmetric case, γ+ = γ− := γ. In general, we

find ∆max
η falls off as L is increased or η is decreased. However, ∆max

η & 0.1J for L ≤ 11, so the dynamics converge
in a few tens of tunneling time with γ ∼ J , as in the first stage with JW fermion loss.

D. Effect of dissipation on all sites

Here we simulate the preparation protocol in the presence of dephasing and loss on all sites, which are generally
present to some degree in experiments. Such dissipation does not preserve the symmetry Ĉ2, destabilizing the steady
states ρ̂η at long times. We take the experimental parameters in Ref. [S9], where the dephasing and loss rates were
γd ≈ J/200 and γl ≈ J/2000, respectively. In Fig. S6(b), we plot the evolution of the end-to-end coherence which
uniquely characterizes the steady states. Compared to the idealized case with γd = γl = 0, shown in Fig. S6(a), we
find a fidelity greater than 80% in all of the symmetry sectors, and the states can be clearly distinguished from one
another over several tens of tunneling time. Other measures such as entanglement give similar fidelities. This shows
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FIG. S6. End-to-end coherence during the two-step preparation of the steady states ρ̂η for L = 7, from exact diagonalization.
The shaded regions correspond to JW fermion loss at the center with rate γF = 3J , and the white regions correspond to boson
pump and loss at the center with rates γ+ = γ− = 2J . (a) Idealized case: no dissipation at other sites. (b) Uniform dephasing
and loss on all sites, with rates γd = J/200 and γl = J/2000, as in Ref. [S9].

our findings can be observed under realistic experimental conditions.

IV. EXTENSION TO PERIODIC BOUNDARY

We assumed open boundary conditions in writing the Hamiltonian in Eq. (S1). However, the central results carry
over to periodic boundary conditions, which we discuss in this brief section.

We first consider odd number of sites (L), as in the original model. Here the only additional term in the Hamiltonian
is −~J(b̂†l b̂−l + b̂†−lb̂l), which explicitly commutes with the symmetry operator Ĉ in Eq. (S5). Thus, Ĉ2 again generates
a strong symmetry for pump and loss at site 0, and one recovers the same steady states. This situation is sketched in
Fig. S7(a). Note there is nothing special about site 0; one can construct copies of Ĉ “centered” at every site, all of
which commute with the Hamiltonian.

When L is even, there is an extra site between l and −l, which we label as l + 1. The Hamiltonian is given by

Ĥeven = Ĥ − ~J
(
b̂†l b̂l+1 + b̂†l+1b̂−l + H.c.

)
, (S51)

where Ĥ is defined in Eq. (S1). Although Ĥeven does not commute with Ĉ, the symmetry can be generalized as

Ĉeven = Ĉ +
1

2
(−1)

∑l
i=−l n̂i . (S52)

The new term only depends on the total occupation between sites −l and l, and commutes with Ĥ. Therefore,

[Ĥeven, Ĉeven] = ~J
[
Ĉeven, b̂

†
l b̂l+1 + b̂†l+1b̂−l

]
−H.c. . (S53)

FIG. S7. Scenarios with periodic boundary where similar results are found: (a) odd number of sites, and (b)–(c) even number
of sites with pump and loss occurring at the same site or at diametrically opposite sites.
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Substituting for Ĉeven from Eqs. (S52) and (S5), and using the bosonic commutations, one finds

[Ĥeven, Ĉeven] = ~J (−1)
∑
|i|<l n̂i

[
b̂†l b̂−l + b̂†−lb̂l +

1

2
(−1)n̂l+n̂−l , b̂†l b̂l+1 + b̂†l+1b̂−l

]
−H.c. = 0 . (S54)

As Ĉeven does not act on the site l+ 1, it generates a strong symmetry for any local dissipation (e.g., pump and loss)
occurring at this site, as shown in Fig. S7(b). Note one can also construct a copy of Ĉeven “centered” at site l+ 1, say
Ĉ ′even, such that Ĉ ′2even gives a strong symmetry. However, these two generators are related by Ĉ ′even = −(−1)N̂ Ĉeven,
where N̂ is the total occupation, thus Ĉ ′2even = Ĉ2

even. Hence, the dynamics are decoupled into eigenspaces of Ĉeven,
leading to multiple steady states. The spectrum of Ĉeven is composed of eigenstates |{νk,±}, n0〉 and b̂†l+1|{νk,±}, n0〉,
as defined in Eq. (S16), with eigenvalues

λeven = ν +
[
(−1)ν+n0− (−1)n0

]
/2 , (S55)

where ν ∈ {−l,−l + 1, . . . , l − 1, l} and n0 ∈ {0, 1}. As before, the magnitude of ν gives the number of Bell pairs in
the system. From Eq. (S55), when ν is even, λeven = ν, and when ν is odd, λeven = ν ± 1 depending on n0. Therefore,
the eigenvalues are all even numbers. For odd l, or L = 4m for integer m, there are l + 2 distinct symmetry sectors,
λeven ∈ {−l − 1,−l + 1, . . . , l − 1, l + 1}. Two of these, with λeven = ±(l + 1), are maximally entangled. Conversely,
for even l, or L = 4m + 2, there are l + 1 sectors, λeven ∈ {−l,−l + 2, . . . , l − 2, l}. Here, the maximally entangled
states with λeven = ±l are mixed with less entangled ones. For equal pump and loss, the steady states are given by
projectors onto the different sectors, as in the original model with open boundaries.

Figure S7(c) depicts another scenario, where the pump and loss occur at diametrically opposite sites. Here, Ĉ2
even

generates a strong symmetry. Consequently, the number of symmetry sectors and steady states are (roughly) halved.
However, this does not affect the long-range coherence in the maximally entangled sector for odd l.
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